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RÉSUMÉ
La création d’entrées dans le cadre de l’élaboration d’un dictionnaire bilingue mobilise habituellement des dictionnaires unilingues dans les langues source et cible, des dictionnaires bilingues ainsi que des corpus textuels. En outre, la fréquence élevée de certains mots dans le corpus impose une sélection des collocations, des mots composés, des formes dérivées et des expressions figées à inclure dans le dictionnaire. Le présent article offre un aperçu des avantages découlant de la combinaison de l’usage des sources dictionnaires et des corpus de données. Nous proposons que la recherche par fréquence est un paramètre particulièrement utile pour résoudre les difficultés posées par l’étude de mots présents dans le corpus à une fréquence élevée.

ABSTRACT
In the course of the development of a bilingual dictionary, a number of monolingual source language and target language dictionaries, bilingual dictionaries, and text corpora are typically used as tools to create entries. When dealing with words that occur at a high frequency in the corpus, determining which collocations, compounds, derived forms and fixed expressions are to be included in the dictionary is an additional complication. This paper presents the relative merits of using dictionary and corpus sources for searching for this type of information. We present frequency searching as an efficient and useful tool for corpus analysis, especially in the case of high-frequency words.
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1. Background

During the process of lexical entry creation for a bilingual dictionary, one makes use of a number of different types of source documents in order to ensure that the entries have complete phonological, orthographic, morphological, syntactic and semantic information. A traditional reference source is other dictionaries (mono- and bilingual) in the same languages. Another source, now more and more widely used, is a lexicographic corpus – a collection of texts that have been entered into a text retrieval software and that can be consulted in order to confirm or insert additional semantic, syntactic, morphological, and orthographic information about usage for a given headword (Filmore 1992; Sinclair 1991). Provided they are, to some extent, “designed for use in the creation of dictionaries” (Atkins and Rundell 2008), corpora can prove useful not only for the identification of neologisms, but also erosion in the use of certain word meanings. They can also yield informative material on extended usage (morphological processes such as conversion or derivation), syntactic structures and orthographic changes that have not yet been attested in more traditional dictionary sources.

When consulting the corpus, a pre-determined amount of data is typically printed out, 100 contexts in the case of our dictionary (see method below). These linguistic environments are usually sufficient to provide the required contextual characterization of the word use in context, even if it has a number of different meanings and specific syntactic structures in which it is found. However, when a word has a very high frequency (such as big), a list of only 100 contextual examples will probably be too shallow compared to the various uses this form offers. In addition, if this word is used with multiple meanings or in a large number of compounds, collocations and fixed expressions, the data will probably not be sufficient to provide a representative sample of its various meanings and structures. What strategy should then be adopted in order to acquire a comprehensive overview of its linguistic usage? One approach is to carefully analyze the dictionary sources for clues as to the potentially interesting structures associated with the headword in question, then check the corpus to find whether these specific structures actually exist, retaining those confirmed through the corpus analysis. However, the question remains: Have we missed anything? How do we know that we have provided a full account of the adjective big if we were not able, due to the sheer size of the corpus, to analyze all possible structures associated which our headword? We might have overlooked something quite significant that was not included in the dictionary sources. In this respect, printing out a larger data sample will hardly be of any help. For example, our corpus search generates 110,146 hits for big. It is improbable that simply doubling the number of contexts will give us a representative sample of the corpus, as this would give us a sample representing less than one percent of the corpus (0.0018, to be exact). In fact, we would have to extract at least one thousand contexts from the corpus. This inefficient overabundance of data poses a series of additional problems.

There is, however, a solution to these problems. Text retrieval software often includes frequency search functions that allow for the extraction of the most frequent forms or combinations of forms in a text database. In this article we present the use
of frequency searching as a tool for the analysis of large corpora, with the specific
goal of extracting information about compounds, collocations, derived forms and
fixed expressions, which will subsequently be used in the *Bilingual Canadian
Dictionary (BCD)* under the headword *big*.

### 1.1. The Bilingual Canadian Dictionary

The *Bilingual Canadian Dictionary (BCD)* (Roberts, Auger *et al.* 1998) is an inter-
university project, funded by the Social Sciences and Humanities Research Council
of Canada, whose goal is to provide a translation tool for sophisticated language users
of Canadian varieties of French and English. No bilingual dictionary has been pub-
lished in Canada since the *Dictionnaire canadien* by Jean-Paul Vinay and collabora-
tors (1962). A number of English-French bilingual European dictionaries, such as
*Robert-Collins, Oxford-Hachette*, and *Larousse*, do exist, but the need for a Canadian
bilingual dictionary remains (Roberts and Clas 1999). The main reason for this is
that Canadian varieties of French and English are different from their European (and
American) counterparts. Words can have different meanings, spellings and usage in
Canada from those traditionally found in European translation dictionaries. Three
universities have thus collaborated in the development of the *BCD* (the University of
Ottawa, the University of Montreal and Laval University, in Quebec City) in order
to provide the Canadian community with a translation tool that is adapted to their
needs and available to the uninitiated public as well as specialised users.

According to Roberts and Clas (1999), the main objective of the *BCD* project is
to “produce a bilingual Canadian dictionary that is a reflection of French and English
as they are used in Canada.” Thus *canadianisms* (specific words, or words that have
specific meanings, orthographies, collocations or fixed expressions in Canada) as
well as words and structures with international usage will be included in this infor-
mation source. This dictionary has the particularity of containing a large number of
compounds, collocations and fixed expressions with the express goal of aiding profes-
sionals working with both languages.

### 2. Method

The development of the *BCD* has had an impact on research methods geared toward
the creation of a bilingual lexicography. One important feature of this project is the
relative importance given to the corpus as a source for sense divisions, compounds,
collocations and fixed expressions (Roberts and Clas 1999). A database (TEXTUM)
was expressly created for the project by using various written text sources from
Canada, the United States and France (see Roberts and Clas 1999, for details), and
was hosted at the University of Montreal. English corpora include journalistic texts
from Canadian and American dailies (e.g., *The Gazette, The Wall Street Journal*),
excerpts from magazines, novels, scientific books and articles from Canadian editors
(e.g., *Queen’s, Canadian Geographic*) and scientific reports from the *American
Department of Energy*. The combined size of these corpora is over 2000 million words.
French corpora include journalistic texts from Canadian French dailies, weeklies and
monthlies (e.g., *La Presse, Voir, L’Actualité*), novels (Leméac) and scientific vehicles
(*ACFAS*), as well as two hexagonal French newspapers (*Le Monde* and *Ouest-France*)
totalling over 1000 million words. This allowed us to analyze word use in a variety of contexts and to uncover meaning distinctions as well as structural variations. Hapax legomena are thus relatively rare in this corpus. The texts were mostly journalistic, but also contained literary and scientific, as well as more popular styles, and allowed for comparisons between English and French usage. In addition, these texts were written for a larger public and thus are assumed to contain accepted and common language usage. TEXTUM was divided into eleven different corpora (e.g., *English Canadian Press*, or ECP; *The Wall Street Journal* or WSJ; Queens, etc.) and could thus be consulted one by one. This allowed for usage verification in different countries and types of texts. These texts were not lemmatised. The corpora were searched using PAT 3.3 (Fawcett 1988), a text searching application.

These corpora were used throughout the lexical entry creation process. When developing an entry, a lexicographer made use of approximately 100 key words in context (KWICS, see Atkins and Rundell 2007: 104-105) from the corpora, in addition to a number of unilingual and bilingual dictionary sources (see Appendix 1 for a list of dictionaries used). The KWICS were first used to verify if different meanings for a given word (sense divisions) proposed by the unilingual source language dictionaries were found in the corpus, and in what proportion. At this point, the lexicographer could also decide, if competing orthographies existed, which spelling to use for the word. More importantly for the purpose of this article, the lexicographer also decided what types of morphological and syntactic structures (compounds, expressions, derived words, …) the word was found in, and detected the types of collocations associated with it. The full process of documentary research for English-French translation is described below.

In order to prepare a dictionary entry, the lexicographer had in her possession a file containing paper documentation (photocopies from entries in bilingual and unilingual dictionaries) in addition to a corpus search for the headword that was to be translated. A series of KWICS were printed depending on the following factors: If the word was polysemous, 100 KWICS were printed out from the English data bases. Sixty of these were taken from the ECP and 20 each from Queen’s and WSJ. In the case where the word was polysemous and the ECP database provided only a small number of contexts for it, all occurrences of the word would be printed out from all three above-mentioned English data bases. These KWICS were randomly extracted by the text searching system (PAT). If different orthographies existed, the lexicographer was responsible for verifying the relative frequency of occurrence of each one thus using the most frequent one for the headword in the dictionary.

Following this step, the lexicographer focused on the question of relative frequency of different meaning use for a headword. Unilingual English dictionaries were used for the purpose of identifying polysemy. Second, the lexicographer was responsible for confirming these multiple senses by verifying usage in the corpus. The corpus can occasionally reveal new (or old) usages of the headword that are not found in the unilingual dictionaries. This can be especially useful for the identification of new meanings and canadianisms. Finally, usage frequency in the corpus helped define the structure of the headword in the dictionary as meanings were presented in order from most to least frequent, based on corpus data.

In addition, a syntactic analysis of a lexeme’s grammatical category had to be made throughout the process of corpus analysis, since TEXTUM was not lemmatised.
This was especially important when two syntactic categories were homophonous (e.g., big adjective or adverb, e.g., think big).

In the BCD, collocations, compounds and fixed expressions were defined as follows. Collocations are understood to be common word combinations that are not syntactically constrained (Firth 1968; Sinclair 1991; Smadja 1993; Moon 2008). Some word dyads or triads “go together” almost automatically, whereas they resist combination with other words. Failure to observe these constraints results in a lexical violation. For instance, one does not say *bleed greatly but bleed profusely in English. Collocations were not considered “fixed expressions” or “phrasemes” since their meaning could be transparently understood from the meaning of each of the elements of the word combination (Clas 1994).

Compounds were all complex words (i.e., multi-morphemic units that function like simple lexical units) containing the headword, whether their meaning of big was semantically transparent or not (e.g., the exocentric compound bighorn is a type of sheep, not a *big horn). Compounds could be written in one of three ways: as a single orthographic word (e.g., heartbeat), as a hyphenated orthographic word (e.g., roller-skate) or as two independent orthographic words (e.g., patch test). Two important tests serve to distinguish collocations from compounds: stress pattern and the polarity test. In English, compounds – whether written as one word, hyphenated or two words – bear only one main stress (e.g., blackbird) while collocations are composed of (at least) two independent lexemes and have two main stresses (e.g., black bird). Similarly, collocations do not allow for the insertion of a contradicting item without resulting in an inconsistency, whereas compounds do (compare a white blackboard vs *a white black board). Compounds were listed alphabetically under the headword of the first component of the complex word (if it was the first word that carried meaning) when they were written as two words or hyphenated, and listed as separate entries when they were written as one word (see examples in Appendix III below).

Fixed expressions included (a) exocentric units which were not compounds (whose meaning cannot be deduced from the sum of its parts and resists modification with synonyms, e.g., what’s the big/*large deal, [Cowie 1994]), (b) clichés and sayings, and (c) commonly used proverbs. Examples of these are (a) To beat around the bush, (b) Nature abhors a vacuum and (c) An apple a day keeps the doctor away. A combination of words can be considered fixed (a) if one cannot understand the meaning of the whole by looking at the meaning of the parts, and (b) if one cannot add or substitute words within it (e.g., you cannot say A green apple a day keeps the doctor away). As in the case of compounds, fixed expressions were listed alphabetically under the headword of the first lexical word of the expression.

2.1. The case of the adjective big

A first analysis of entries for big in unilingual English dictionaries was performed in order to identify its different meanings (or sense indications). During this preliminary analysis, we noted all possible collocations, compounds, and fixed expressions associated with big, as well as derived forms in its morphological family. The analysis of dictionary sources resulted in a list of possible collocations, compounds and fixed expressions to be included in the big family, either as separate entries or under the headword big.
A second analysis was performed by searching the corpus for *big*. Again, different meanings, derived forms, collocations, compounds and fixed expressions were extracted from these sources. Since 100 KWICS offered us an extremely limited sample of grammatical structures into which *big* could be inserted, we used a special function in our database search program, termed “frequency searching,” that allowed us to quickly get an overview of possible collocations, compounds, derived words and fixed expressions in the corpus. For example, if we wanted to find out the most frequent compounds or derived words starting with *big* in a given corpus, we typed the following command after having selected the corpus: `[signif "big"]`. If we wanted to find the most common words or phrases following *big* in the same corpus, we typed the following command (with a space after *big*): `[signif "big"]`. Examples of results for these searches (cleaned) in WSJ and ECP are presented in Appendix II.

In the following section, we will present a review of our searches using dictionary sources and corpora, and compare results found using both of these search methods. We will outline advantages and disadvantages found when using either of these sources for derived forms, compounds, collocations and fixed expressions.

### 2.2. Dictionary sources

Dictionary sources listed a large number of compounds beginning with *big*. A lesser number of derived forms, collocations and fixed expressions was also listed. A number of derived and compound forms, collocations, and expressions were found in most of the dictionary sources. Examples of these are: *biggish* (derived form), *Big Apple* (compound), *big sister* (collocation, with the meaning older sister, *big* here being used in its ‘old’ sense), and *to be too big for one’s boots/breeches/britches* (fixed expression). However, a large number of derived forms, compounds, collocations, and fixed expressions are found only in one or a small number of dictionary sources. Examples of these are: *bigly* (derived form), *big boys* (compound, meaning one having status or power), *the bigger the better* (collocation), *to be no big deal* (fixed expression, meaning not important). The lexicographer was to decide on which of these different items to include in the entry under the headword *big*. One could have used the rule of thumb that items listed in a large number of dictionaries, like *big business* (compound), should be included, based on a high level of agreement between the different sources. However, some items were present in many dictionaries without being very present in everyday usage, at least not in the corpora we used for our searches (e.g., *big noise*). We therefore used the corpus to verify if the items proposed by the dictionaries were representative of actual language use. In addition, the dictionaries did not always provide a large number of collocations or fixed expressions that could be included in our entry (and some, like the *Oxford Reference Dictionary*, 1986, provided very little information at all about *big*), and these items had to be extracted from the corpus. The problem of sense indications also arose, especially when consulting dictionaries edited in England or the United States. A given item could exist in Canada with a meaning different from that proposed in a dictionary describing American or British varieties of English. A case in point is *Big O*, a compound used in Canadian English (especially in and around Montreal) as a nick-name for the Olympic stadium (and not to mean “orgasm” as the *Random House Dictionary of the English Language*, 1987 and the *Random House Webster’s College Dictionary*, 1991
would have it). Some items could also be specific to a given variety of English, like big bickies, an Australian compound equivalent to big bucks (Cambridge International Dictionary of English, 1995). Dictionary sources thus have the potential to provide us with culturally biased information that might contradict actual meaning and usage in Canadian varieties of English. Finally, word spellings are often variable (e.g., biggy/biggie). We therefore had to check the corpus in order to choose which spelling of a given word is more representative of Canadian English.

2.3. Corpora

As discussed above, the number of occurrences for big in the corpus was huge. A first search for big in QUEENS, WSJ and ECP yielded 1 435, 30 665, and 78 046 matches, respectively. Two different types of searches were thus performed: one search for specific collocations, compounds, derived forms and fixed expressions found in the dictionaries, and another frequency search based solely on the corpus (as described earlier). The first helped decide which items found in the dictionary would be retained. As an example, a search for the expression to be too big for one's boots/breeches/britches/Xs resulted in the following (total) matches, presented in Figure 1. This search confirmed Canadian usage of the expression and its spelling, and thus justified the inclusion of too big for one's britches under big.

**Figure 1**

Corpus matches for to be too big for one's boots/breeches/britches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>QUEENS: no matches</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WSJ: 202347244,Committee -- too big for his overalls, some say -- is us..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74803425,s that may be too big for their britches. &lt;/s&gt; &lt;s&gt; There ..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECP: 424111684,hink she got too big for her britches.” ID NUMBER: ..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>483402659, getting way too big for her britches,” said Los Angeles..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>327652438, that he got too big for his motorcycle boots. He was ..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>105311433, Has Gotten Too Big For Its Jockstrap, would lend some ..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26807924, se they got too big for their britches. It may not be ..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>486704063in “Don’t get too big for your britches.” So the idea th..</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The frequency search was also very revealing, because it provided us with a number of items that, even though frequent in the corpus, were not present in the dictionary sources. Examples of these are big and small (collocation), big-city in its adjectival use (compound), and big shoes to fill (fixed expression). Collocations and compounds from the corpus which were not found in the dictionary sources but were nevertheless retained for the entry are marked with an asterisk in Appendix II. Although frequency searches in TEXTUM do not usually reveal fixed expressions, results can hint at them. For example, the search resulted in 334 matches for big thing in ECP, a further refinement on this search revealed that a number of these matches contained the expression the next big thing. The search is illustrated in Figure 2 (repeat sentences have been omitted in the printout).
Thus we had to refine even further the frequency search by verifying the context around big thing, and not taking at face value the fact that big thing was a common collocation (or compound) in the ECP corpus, but rather expanding the context around discovering that it was in fact a subpart of a larger expression.

As can be seen, on the one hand, the corpus search can help us decide which items to retain from the dictionary sources. In addition, it can also be used to decide whether to include in the BCD any additional information not found in the dictionary sources. The final result of this cross-indexing is illustrated in Appendix III, where a number of collocations, fixed expressions, compounds and derived forms are identified in various sources, be they dictionary, corpus or both. An additional advantage of the corpus frequency search is that it provides us with information about representative structures found with the headword, even if they are not idiomatic. For example big enough may be a frequent collocation in the corpus. We might decide to include a free combination in the entry illustrating this fact as the BCD provides typical examples of language in use. Finally, the corpus has the particular advantage of highlighting typically Canadian forms and structures, thus providing us with information about the frequency of use of certain expressions, compounds and collocations in Canadian usage, in addition to information about specific meaning or spelling which these items might have in Canadian varieties of English.

3. Discussion

When creating an entry for a headword in the BCD, our first step is to consult what information other dictionaries (Canadian or otherwise) have included under the same headword. Dictionaries provide us with a wealth of information with regards to the syntactic and morphological structures in which we will find the headword, as well as information about compounds and collocations related to it. In addition, when a large number of dictionaries agree on a particular structure, meaning or even spelling for a given word, we can presuppose that this information is valid, although this is not always the case, as has been seen above. One possible drawback of a “dictionary-only” search for headword related information is that the written sources
may be static and not adapt as quickly to changing language use as other sources. Dictionaries might even preserve meanings and structures that are obsolete, extremely specialized, or arcane. Another potential flaw of this type of approach is that the dictionary usually reflects the language variety of the editors or the public it has been created for. Thus, British and American editions might miss or ignore Canadian usage information that would be useful to our task.

**Figure 3**
Corpus matches for *big wall* in WSJ

```
"big wall ": 39 matches
184513447,s beyond that big wall. </s> <p> <p> <s> Now an ..
212088370,ment of three big Wall Street arbitragers. </s> <..<n 164437187,all the other big Wall Street bond desks’ prices ..
134530108,l orders from big Wall Street brokers and institu..n 174963090,in which many big Wall Street concerns, including..n 229824084,ied against a big Wall Street firm. </s> <p> <p> 
90526271,trader at one big Wall Street firm. </s> <p> <p>
164431873, and give one big Wall Street firm a stunning adv..n 177019467,stermind by big Wall Street firms. </s> <p> <p>
97612816, interest the big Wall Street firms, and they mus..n
[...]
119270129,Monday -- for big Wall Street firms to raise a $1..
211527315,ng by several big Wall Street firms will soothe f..n 90484155,Co. and other big Wall Street houses took heavy h..
16960922,sy involves a big Wall Street investment bank and..n 43900751, <s> The last big Wall Street movie was "Rollover..n 134519907,rn Caution As Big Wall Street Outfits Dominate St..
220735804, coattails of big Wall Street players, particula..n 124956441, s trader at a big Wall Street securities firm. <..n 119257248,utives at one big Wall Street securities firm wer..n 62360560,ecent losses, big Wall Street securities firms sa..n 67193106,ring were the big Wall Street securities firms, w..
147536233,> <s> Not all big Wall Street underwriters agree ..
```

Conversely, corpora provide us with a quantity of material regarding syntactic structures, collocations, compounds, derived forms and different meanings related to the headword. On the one hand, it helps us decide what information should be preserved from the written sources. On the other, it provides us with data about usage that is missing from these same sources, thus enabling us to add information in order to make a dictionary that is more representative of the Canadian varieties of English. In particular, the frequency searching is a useful tool when dealing with a word that is highly frequent in the corpus. This type of search enables us to sift quickly through a large amount of data and to pinpoint potentially important, relevant and interesting structures. However, a data base frequency search cannot be done blindly without subsequent verification of the results. For example, the frequency search in WSJ gives us 39 matches for the combination *big wall*. A subsequent verification of this result reveals that *big wall* is not a compound or a collocation. In fact it is usually found to be part of a larger noun phrase with the structure *big Wall Street X* (usually
big Wall Street firms). Results from this expanded search are illustrated in Figure 3 above.

A final disadvantage of the frequency-based search is that, in the case of frequent words like big, it can produce too much data without much context. The lexicographer must then go back to the written sources in order to decide which results are the most pertinent and what is superfluous. Finally, the database is also biased, in that it represents one type of language medium (written) and a limited number of styles (journalistic, literary) and interests (commerce, politics, science, etc.). The lexicographer must therefore make judgments (also biased) on what information is appropriate to include in the entry. The lexicographer must be acutely aware of personal and corpus biases, in order to tailor the entry to the expected public.

4. Conclusion

The use of databases and written sources for the creation of lexical entries is complementary. Traditional written sources provide background information on different sense divisions and common structures and compounds in which we should expect to find the headword. Databases confirm, improve on, or contradict this information and allow the lexicographer to make judgements on what to include in the dictionary entry. The data-based frequency search is especially useful when the headword is of high frequency in the corpus. It allows for a quick glance at possible syntactic and morphological structures that are common for a given headword. It attests or invalidates usage and structures proposed by the dictionary sources. This type of search is very fast and can save a lot of time in the search for the different structures of interest in the corpus. However, since the frequency search is machine-based, it is “dumb,” i.e., it does not distinguish compounds, collocations, derived forms and fixed expressions from any other type of structure that might occur frequently by chance. A verification of the frequency search must therefore be carried out before this information is integrated into the dictionary entry. Even though the frequency search must be verified post-hoc, it can be very fruitful in the search for samples that are representative of local or national language varieties. Thus the corpus search, to the extent that it is available, should be used as a tool by any lexicographer intent upon devising a dictionary that is representative of language in use.
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NOTES

1. Unfortunately, PAT did not allow for searches of most frequent words or phrases preceding the headword.
2. These numbers include inflected, derived and compound forms written as one word or with a hyphen.
3. No derived forms were found that were not listed in the dictionary sources. However, some of the forms found in the dictionaries (biggety/biggity and bigly) were not found in the corpus.
4. However, this occurred with big: big shoes to fill was found in this manner.
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APPENDICES

1. English dictionaries used as sources for big, in alphabetical order by source code.


2. A sampling of *big* derived forms, collocations, compounds, and fixed expressions taken from the ECP.

Forms marked with an asterisk were included in the entry for *big* (adjective) while not found in the dictionary sources. Forms marked with a pound sign were found in dictionary sources.

ECP

```
>> signif.-500 «big»
12: 513 matches, text=big-time #
16: 445 matches, text=big-league #
36: 312 matches, text=big-name #
59: 204 matches, text=big-screen *
60: 203 matches, text=big-ticket #
69: 176 matches, text=big-city *
72: 173 matches, text=big-budget *
100: 127 matches, text=bigger and better
135: 102 matches, text=big-money #
155: 91 matches, text=big-band *
199: 77 matches, text=big-ticket items #
207: 74 matches, text=big-game *
219: 69 matches, text=biggest and most
261: 58 matches, text=bigger and bigger
264: 58 matches, text=biggies #

>> signif.-400 «big «1: 1077 matches, text=big deal #
2: 685 matches, text=big-business #
3: 655 matches, text=big enough
5: 560 matches, text=big three #
6: 559 matches, text=big part
7: 536 matches, text=big difference
9: 453 matches, text=big leagues #
10: 440 matches, text=big bucks #
11: 428 matches, text=big hit
14: 422 matches, text=big time #
15: 410 matches, text=big city #
```

16: 408 matches, text=big game #
19: 374 matches, text=big brother #
20: 366 matches, text=big band #
21: 350 matches, text=big money #
22: 340 matches, text=big screen #
24: 334 matches, text=big thing *
25: 329 matches, text=big picture #
26: 326 matches, text=big in (to be) *
27: 312 matches, text=big question
29: 306 matches, text=big apple #
31: 297 matches, text=big o #
33: 259 matches, text=big winne
35: 251 matches, text=big step
37: 238 matches, text=big bang #
38: 229 matches, text=big man #
41: 216 matches, text=big win
43: 212 matches, text=big fan
44: 209 matches, text=big brothers #
45: 203 matches, text=big guy #
47: 196 matches, text=big mistake
48: 196 matches, text=big issue
49: 195 matches, text=big news #
50: 192 matches, text=big blue
51: 187 matches, text=big trouble
52: 175 matches, text=big factor
53: 175 matches, text=big ben #
56: 163 matches, text=big guns #
59: 160 matches, text=big ones #
60: 160 matches, text=big chunk
67: 146 matches, text=big break *
3. Examples of collocations, fixed expressions, compounds and derived forms identified in the dictionary entries and corpus for *big*.

Corpus data are provided in the three rightmost columns, where a “✓” indicates over ten matches.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Collocations</th>
<th>Dictionaries</th>
<th>Corpus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>big boy</strong></td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ 3 ✓  ✓ 2 ✓ ✓</td>
<td>7 3 ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>big news</strong></td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>2 ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>big sister</strong></td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>7 ✓ ✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>the bigger the better</strong></td>
<td>✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓</td>
<td>7 2 ✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fixed Expressions**

| big deal! | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| to be big with child | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| to be too big for one’s boots/breeches/britches | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| what’s the big deal? | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| what’s the big idea? | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |

**Compounds**

| Big Apple | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big bang theory | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big boys | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big Brother | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big business | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big city | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big Daddy/big daddy | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big deal | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big Dipper/big daddy | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big Dipper/big dipper | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| bigeye | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| big-hearted | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| bigheartedly | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big horn | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big leagues | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big mama | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big money | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big shot | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big Sister/big sister | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big smoke/Big Smoke | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big spender | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big Three | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big-ticket adj | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big-time adj | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| Big time adv | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |

**Derived words**

| bigger/biggy | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| biggish | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| biggity/biggety | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| bigly | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| bigness | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |
| bigs | ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ | 7 ✓ ✓ |